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After the white Bronco, after the bloody glove, after the media frenzy and the verdict that set O.J.

Simpson free, Daniel Petrocelli came to pick up the pieces. Outraged by the disastrous miscarriage

of justice, the family of murder victim Ronald Goldman sought justice in civil courtâ€”their last chance

to go after Simpson. To represent them, they hired Petrocelli, a respected attorney who had never

before tried a criminal case. In order to win the case, Petrocelli would have to prove that O.J.

Simpson was a killer.The physical evidence connecting Simpson to the murders was rock solid, but

in the criminal trial, evidence was not enough. To bring the families justice, Petrocelli would have to

do something that the District Attorney had not been able to do: confront O.J. Simpson

face-to-face.Called â€œthe best book on the subjectâ€• by the San Francisco Chronicle, Triumph of

Justice is the definitive account of the Simpson murders and their aftermath. In the long, twisted

history of the trial of the century, Daniel Petrocelli has the final word.
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Powerful, painstakingly detailed, informative, revealing and thought provoking. I was a Simpson trial



junkie two decades ago. I watched the entire trial fron beginning to end every night for my high

school law class. Even at 16 years old I could look past the Dream Team's smoke and mirrors

defense of Simpson and see that he was a cold blooded killer. The verdict astonished me. I still

remember feeling the knot in the pit of my stomach after the verdict came in. I was devastated for

Ron, Nicole, their families and for Sydney and Justin.I'd been meaning to read Mr. Petrocelli's book

for years but never got around to actually buying it. Reading it after all these years I'm shocked at

how much I didn't know about Nicole, her life with OJ and the love triangle that preceded her

murder. Dan was technically Fred Goldman's lawyer during the trial but he told Nicole's story within

the pages of his book. He told it honestly, factually - the good and bad all while maintaining Nicole's

grace and dignity. I've read one other book on the Simpson case, Raging Heart, but this book gave

me a complete picture of Nicole and OJ's life together. Petrocelli laid out the correlation between

spousal abuse, obsessive love, control, anger, jealousy and how that can (and did in this case) lead

to spousal homicide.Petrocelli gave me a clear picture of the how, what, when, where and why. For

the first time I realize that the murders were premeditated. Simpson had planned to kill Nicole for

some time. The anger, tension and rage had been building for weeks between OJ & Nicole. OJ

knew he'd kill Nicole when she broke up with him three days after her birthday in May. That's why

he told her mom that this break-up would be "painful." The opportunity just happened to present

itself the night of June 12th.If Petrocelli and team had presented the case (during the criminal trial)

there's no doubt in my mind that Simpson would've been convicted. (minus Ito at the helm) If you

have any interest in reading about the case this book is for you.

The parts of this book where in OJ lies is fascinating. He is a terrible witness and bad liar. I loved

this book. it tells the entire story of how the civil case against OJ was put together, tried, and

eventually won. But the real meat of this book is what OJ says under oath.I have read about seven,

OJ books and this and "Outrage" are the best so far. Each one has something different to say about

the case from a different point of view. For example Darden's book, "In contempt" is his take on the

trial and is filled with a lot of stuff (personal stuff about the author) I did not find compelling or

interesting. The trial parts of the book are interesting but the rest is kind of dull. This book, because

of OJ's testimony is fascinating.

Great book. Always wanted to know the behind the scenes scenarios. Glad justice was served. As

an African American woman, OJ Simpson was clearly guilty. As far as law enforcement, yes we

need overhaul regarding the unwarranted killings of my fellow black Americans but we cannot allow



a guilty of the magnitude of OJ Simpson to go free.

I rarely have read a book that I find hard to put down. You know, one of those books that is so

compelling that you are spellbound. With the recently aired FX series on the OJ trial I wanted to

delve into greater detail of the legal process and strategies. This book brings you into the mind of

this very talented lawyer who made it his obsession to seek justice for Ron Goldman and Nichole

Brown. The complexity of preparing for the case is mind boggling. The need to retry the case as a

civil case after the abortion of the criminal case only adds to the burden that the legal team must

face. Not to ruin the ending, but OJ did it. And this book provides excruciating detail of the evidence

and the legal process to render justice in this mishandled case.

Read this! Very detailed information presented in a manner that is easy to follow (without the

misleading theatrics the OJ defense team created in the criminal courtroom) If you had any doubts

about guilt after the OJ criminal trial, you won't after reading this. Thank you Mr. Petrocelli for your

integrity and tenacity in doing the right thing and proving Mr. Simpson's responsibility for the deaths

of two vibrant young people.

I enjoyed this book for its full background into the evidence of the Simpson case and the devotion of

the author to winning his case. The time and detail needed to hold a case such as this is one of the

main points to emerge from it. Petrocelli is generally a good storyteller but seems a little overcome

by his status over the final stages. For all that a thorough and very readable piece of work.

Loved this book. I really learned a lot about court room proceeding and how the justice system

works on top of how much outside influences really effect cases. Petrocelli does a wonderful job of

explaining both sides of the courtroom on top of and including the judge who precedes over the

case and what a difference that can make in the end result.

The detail of this book is incredible, just like the detail and care Mr. Petrocelli and his team of

lawyers and staff took in this case to bring about a true triumph of justice. I would like to thank Mr.

Petrocelli not just for this great book, but more importantly for being such an excellent lawyer and

leaving no stone unturned in proving just how guilty OJ Simpson was in murdering Nicole Brown

Simpson and Ronald Goldman--may they rest in peace.
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